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ABSTRACT
An ontology can be seen as an explicit description of the
concepts and relationships that exist in a domain. In this
paper, we address the problem of building an interest on-
tology and predicting potential friendship relations between
users in the social network Live Journal, using features con-
structed based on the interest ontology. Previous work has
shown that the accuracy of predicting friendship links in this
network is very low if simply interests common to two users
are used as features and no network graph features are con-
sidered. Thus, our goal is to organize users’ interests in an
ontology (specifically, a concept hierarchy) and to use the
semantics captured by this ontology to improve the perfor-
mance of learning algorithms at predicting if two users can
be friends. We have designed and implemented a hybrid clus-
tering algorithm, which combines hierarchical agglomerative
and divisive clustering paradigms, and automatically builds
the interest ontology. Furthermore, we have explored the
use of this ontology to construct interest-based features and
shown that the resulting features improve the performance
of various classifiers for predicting friendship links.

Keywords
Social Network Analysis, Interest Ontology, Clustering, Ma-
chine Learning, Friendship Link Prediction

1. INTRODUCTION
An ontology is an explicit, formal specification of a shared

conceptualization of a domain of interest [16], where “for-
mal” implies that the ontology should be machine readable
and “shared” implies that it is accepted by a group or com-
munity [6]. In other words, an ontology is an explicit de-
scription (similar to the formal specification of a program)
of the concepts and relationships that exist in a domain [15].
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Ontologies can be seen as high-level “umbrella” structures,
which can be inherited and extended in order to organize
data and knowledge [25]. They can also be seen as meta-
data that are used to provide a better understanding of the
data or to facilitate data integration [23, 11, 8, 10, 27].

Ontology-based data management systems (which orga-
nize data based on the semantic knowledge of a domain)
find their applications in Web-based learning [29], software
development (e.g., consistency checking, support and valida-
tion testing) [25, 17], flexible querying of heterogeneous data
sources [7], etc. In social networks, ontologies can provide
a crisp semantic organization of the knowledge available in
such networks. For example, users’ interests can be grouped
in a concept hierarchy that makes explicit the implicit rela-
tionships between various interest concepts, thus helping in
the process of data understanding and analysis.

In previous work, Hsu et al. [19] have addressed the task
of predicting if two users of the social network Live Jour-
nal can be friends or not. Their results suggest that features
constructed only from the common interests of two users are
ineffective at predicting friend relationships. While network
graph features prove to give good results, several questions
can be still raised: Can we improve the performance of the
algorithms that use graph features by combining them with
interest features? What if the graph features are not avail-
able or are incomplete? What if we are interested in other
prediction problems, such as the prediction of the users’
interests themselves? We hypothesize that organizing in-
terests into an ontology and constructing interest features
based on the ontology can help to successfully address some
of these questions.

To illustrate the importance of incorporating semantic in-
formation in the data used by prediction algorithms, we
consider a simple example. Suppose that a user A is inter-
ested in “laptops” and a user B is interested in “desktops”.
A naive learner will consider “laptops” and “desktops” to
be two different entities due to their lexical differences - a
semantically incorrect assumption. If an interest ontology
was available, “laptops” and “desktops” would probably be
grouped together into a more abstract concept called “com-
puters”, and thus, the learner would be able to semantically
link the more specific concepts “laptops” and “desktops” and
use this information in the prediction process.

It has been previously shown [33, 18] that the use of
metadata (e.g., concept hierarchies) in addition to data, can



improve the quality (accuracy and interpretability) of the
learned predictive models in several domains. In this paper,
we investigate the use of ontologies to improve the perfor-
mance of several learning algorithms at predicting friendship
links in a social network. To do this, our first construct an
ontology based on declared interests of users in the social
network Live Journal.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents background information for the problem addressed.
Section 3 introduces the details of the algorithm for ontol-
ogy building. Sections 4 and 5 describe the procedure used
to evaluate the ontology extracted from the data and actual
experimental results obtained when predicting friend rela-
tionships using the ontology, respectively. A discussion of
the related work can be found in Section 6. We conclude
and present several directions for future work in Section 7.

2. BACKGROUND
Clustering is an unsupervised learning task that can be

defined as the process of partitioning data into groups, cor-
responding to higher level concepts, of similar entities [3].
Clustering algorithms are highly dependent on the selection
of a distance metric that assigns a score to every pair of en-
tities that may be grouped together. The distance metric
captures the extent of similarity (or dissimilarity) between
candidate pairs. The distance between two clusters is usu-
ally computed as the average, maximum or minimum dis-
tance among all distances between the possible pairs of enti-
ties contained in the two clusters. A hierarchical clustering
algorithm builds a tree of clusters by successively grouping
the closest cluster pairs, until no further grouping is pos-
sible. In the resulting tree (often called dendrogram), each
cluster node at an intermediate level is associated with a
parent cluster, one or more child nodes and one or more
sibling nodes. The hierarchical clustering approach allows
the exploration of the data at different levels of granular-
ity. Thus, parent nodes represent abstract notions of the
detailed concepts that their children embody [3].

Hierarchical clustering approaches are categorized as ag-
glomerative and divisive according to their algorithmic struc-
ture and operation [21]. The agglomerative approach starts
by considering each instance as a distinct singleton cluster,
and based on the similarity criterion, successively merges
clusters together until the termination conditions are satis-
fied [21]. On the other hand, the divisive approach begins
with a root cluster that represents all data instances, and
successively splits the clusters based on the cohesiveness (or
dissimilarity) of the instances constituting the cluster mem-
bers, until the termination conditions are met [21].

We have designed and implemented a hybrid clustering
algorithm, called Hierarchical Agglomerative and Divisive
(HAD) clustering, to automatically organize the users’ in-
terests into a concept hierarchy. Several other approaches
were considered for this task. We will briefly describe them
and their limitations in the next few paragraphs and show
how our HAD algorithm overcomes these limitations.

There has been a lot of undergoing research in modeling
users’ interests by classifying the web pages that a partic-
ular user visits. Kim [22] and Godoy [14] present unsu-
pervised web document clustering algorithms that perform
incremental concept learning. Kim [22] introduces a top-
down divisive hierarchical clustering method to recursively
divide parent clusters into child clusters until a terminating

criterion is met. This division is based on how similar two
interests in the parent cluster are to each other. The simi-
larity of two interests is based on content (i.e., words and/or
phrases describing interests). For each pair of interests the
similarity function is used to produce a score. If the score
exceeds a threshold, all similar interests are separated out
from the parent in a child cluster. The termination condi-
tion for the recursive partitioning is satisfied when no parent
cluster can be further divided because of lack of similarity
among the interests it contains.

Godoy [14] describes a practical way to implement the
method introduced by Kim [22]. The procedure begins with
a root cluster, which represents “everything”. Initially, in-
terests are added one-by-one to this root cluster and with
each addition, the cluster is evaluated for its cohesiveness.
If all interests in a cluster are similar enough to bring the
cohesiveness measure above a threshold, they are combined
into a new child cluster. Every cluster, except for the root
cluster, has a concept associated with it. This concept is a
set of terms that describe the interests in the corresponding
cluster. Godoy’s approach requires each individual inter-
est “entering” into the clusters below the root to be matched
against the associated cluster concepts. If an individual does
not match a particular concept, it is either matched against
other peer concepts or added to the parent cluster, if there
are no matching peers. Thus, this idea of recursive parti-
tioning extends from root to leaves, and partitioning of a
cluster takes place when a newly added individual increases
the cohesiveness of the cluster above a threshold.

Our initial approach to building an interest ontology was
based on the notion of similarity introduced in [22] and
the algorithm proposed in [14], but it presented several
shortcomings in the social network domain. First, these two
papers consider a bag of words (BoW) approach to describe
instances (web pages), and thus each instance is represented
as a fixed length array. In the social network context, users’
interests can be seen as instances, but cannot be naturally
described by a fixed length bag of words, as every user has
a relatively small number of interests compared to the total
number of possible interests.

Second, the approach in [14] does not allow instances
to belong to several concepts. An instance is restricted to
belong to only one of the learned concepts. However, this
restriction is not desirable for interest concepts, as interests
like “notebooks” can belong to more than one category, for
example “school supplies” and “computers”.

Third, the incremental nature of the unsupervised learn-
ing approach used in [14] is not appropriate for our social
network data. Specifically, the conceptual clustering ap-
proach tries to derive a concept out of a cluster every time
a new instance is added to it. If a concept is generated,
new instances will be added to a cluster below this concept
only if they are similar to the terms describing the instances
in the cluster. If instances in a cluster contain small defi-
nitions (description of an interest), the associated concept
will contain less terms and hence will allow instances with
small definitions to pass through it (the same can happen
if instances with long definitions are considered). Further-
more, checking if each instance belongs to the newly formed
concepts can make the algorithm slower.

Finally, if according to the algorithm, a cluster is cohesive
enough to produce a concept out of it, but the concept can-
not be assigned descriptive terms (because, maybe, all valid



terms have been used to describe its parents), then further
expansion of the conceptual hierarchy from this concept will
not be possible. This makes the concepts, which are away
from the root, more stringent to “classifying” new instances.

Based on these considerations, we could not use the ap-
proaches in Kim [22] and Godoy [14] to construct an ontol-
ogy over the interests of users in a social network. Instead,
we propose a hierarchical agglomerative and divisive clus-
tering approach, which overcomes these issues and produces
a useful ontology of interests. We evaluate this ontology
with respect to the improvement in the performance of al-
gorithms for predicting friend relationships among network
users, when the algorithms are presented with features com-
puted based on the ontology.

3. HIERARCHICAL AGGLOMERATIVE
AND DIVISIVE CLUSTERING

As the name of the algorithm suggests, Hierarchical Ag-
glomerative and Divisive (HAD) clustering algorithm is a
hybrid between the hierarchical agglomerative and divisive
clustering paradigms. The algorithm is designed to make
the ontology extraction process as fast as possible and at
the same time to produce a sensible and useful ontology.
Primarily, it consists of three steps:

• In the first step, HAD fetches definitions of interests
expressed by Live Journal users, from various sources
such as WordNet-Online and IMDB. Every definition
of an interest forms an instance that will be included
in the resulting ontology.

• The second step divides the instances into different
clusters based on the sources from where the defini-
tions are fetched and other factors such as “genres” of
books or movies specified as interests.

• At the final step, HAD engineers the concept hierarchy
in a bottom-up fashion to produce a tree whose root
collectively represents all instances and whose nodes
represent concepts at various levels of abstraction.

Subsections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 describe the above steps in de-
tail.

3.1 Obtaining Interest Definitions
Social network data consisting of 1000 users, their inter-

ests and declared friends, is obtained from the Live Journal.
Surprisingly, the 1000 users have nearly 22,000 unique in-
terests, from which we derived approximately 45,000 unique
individuals or instances, as explained below.

Each of the 22,000 unique interests is read from a text file
and queried against different sources for potential definitions
or descriptions. We seek information from WordNet-Online
for the meanings of valid words, Internet Movie Database
(IMDB) for description of movies, and Amazon.com for de-
scriptions of books via Amazon Associates Web Services
(AWS). We have chosen to retrieve specific definitions for
movies and books, because many user interests in our data
are related to such concepts. Usually, an interest word can
have more than one meaning, generating more than one in-
stance. Furthermore, instances of the same interest word
may belong to different parts of speech. At last, an interest
may be a movie and/or a book with a specific genre asso-
ciated with it. The definitions retrieved from the different
sources capture such information associated with interests.

As an example, we have three definitions for the interest
“character”. The first definition is obtained using WordNet-
Online and results in the following instances for “character”:

character, n, reference| character| formal|

describing| qualifications| dependability...

character, n, grapheme| graphic| symbol| written|

symbol| used| represent| speech...

character, n, genetics| functional| determined|

gene| group| genes...

character, v, engrave| inscribe| characters...

Two more definitions are obtained from IMDB and AWS,
by querying these sources for “character” movies and books:

IMDB: character, reality tv, reality| film| fantasy|

history| character| movie| dream| rocky...

AWS: character, novel, butcher| covey| davenport|

detective| dresden| effective| favor| files...

These definitions are used to create individuals, which are
instances to be provided as input to the clustering algorithm
and have the following format:

<interest>, <part of speech/genre>, <gloss>

where <gloss> is the set of words describing a particular in-
terest. The gloss is extracted by filtering the text describing
the interest, so that stop-words such as articles and prepo-
sitions are removed.

Furthermore, for interests that are neither single words,
nor movies/books, an “alternate definition” is formed. An
alternate definition is the combination of definitions (fetched
from WordNet-Online) of individual words that form the
phrase for which the sources considered failed to provide
descriptions. For instance, the alternate definition for “aim
pranks” is as follows:

aim pranks, alternate, aim| purpose| intention|

design| pranks| buffoonery| clowning|

prank| acting| like| clown| buffoon

Apart from the interests that have valid definitions obtained
from a variety of sources, users often specify interests that do
not form valid interest words (e.g., “?????” or “:)”). There
are approximately 500 such “interests” and we do not in-
cluded them in the list of interests provided as input to the
clustering algorithm. It is worth mentioning that for inter-
ests that have multiple definitions, HAD will consider these
definitions as independent instances and will try to place
them in relevant and possibly different clusters. This takes
care of the major shortcoming described in Section 2, mainly
that an interest can only belong to one cluster.

3.2 HAD: Divisive Clustering Step
After definitions for interests are fetched, the next step

is to divide the resulting instances into four major clus-
ters. The first cluster consists of all the instances that
are described in terms of meaningful words from WordNet-
Online. The second cluster consists of movie definitions
fetched from IMDB. The third cluster comprises of book
definitions and the fourth contains instances with alternate
definitions. About 22,000 unique interests queried for defi-
nitions generate 17,753 valid word definitions, 4,189 movie
definitions, 18,168 book definitions and 1,986 alternate word
definitions resulting in a total of 42,096 individuals to be



clustered. Given the large number of book instances and
the prior knowledge about genres, the “book” cluster is fur-
ther divided into a set of sixteen sub-clusters based on genres
(Action, Fantasy, Drama, Children, etc). Similar to books,
movies can also be divided based on their genres. However,
since there are only about 4,200 movie interests, compared
to almost 18,000 book-interests, the “movie” cluster is not
further divided in this phase of the algorithm; the group-
ing based on genre will be performed by the hierarchical
agglomerative clustering.

There are two advantages we gain by dividing the data
into several clusters before applying the hierarchical agglom-
erative clustering algorithm. First, we can apply the algo-
rithm in parallel to these clusters, resulting in faster ontology
construction. Second, the source from which the definitions
of an interest are obtained can inform us about other con-
cepts that this interest can be associated with. The prior
cluster division makes it possible to exploit this information.

3.3 HAD: Agglomerative Clustering Step
The hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm is in-

dependently applied to each cluster obtained in the divisive
phase of HAD. It works in a bottom-up fashion and takes as
input the set of instances in a particular cluster. Initially,
each instance is considered to be a singleton cluster and the
set of all singleton clusters is called the “current” set. At
each iteration, HAD considers every cluster present in the
“current” set and aims to find another cluster matching it. If
a match is found between two clusters, the two clusters are
merged to form a new parent cluster, which will be added
to the “current” set to be used in the next iteration of the
algorithm. If no match is found for a cluster, that cluster
will be added to the new “current” set as it is.

The similarity between two instances (or equivalently, two
singleton clusters) is defined as the number of common terms
describing the instances. Furthermore, the similarity be-
tween two non-singleton clusters is considered to be the av-
erage similarity between all elements of the two clusters (av-
erage linkage). A cluster is said to “match” another cluster
if the similarity between them is maximum among all the
possible pairs of clusters in the current set.

We have applied this algorithm to all nineteen clusters
(obtained in the divisive phase of HAD), using a multi-
threaded execution paradigm. The clusters obtained from
each thread are combined to form a “unified” set. At this
stage, the hierarchical agglomerative clustering is again ap-
plied to the unified set of clusters to complete the formation
of the ontology. The algorithm is said to convergence (or
complete its job) in any of the following two cases: either
the clusters in the current set do not match to any of their
peers or the new current set has only one element.

3.4 Visual Inspection of the Ontology
Visual inspection of an ontology can provide useful in-

sights about how various instances have been organized into
concepts that capture the semantic knowledge in a domain.
We have used the open source tool “Cytoscape” [28] to in-
spect the ontology of interests constructed by our algorithm.
Because HAD involves no human intervention during the
ontology building process, semantically incorrect concepts
may get introduced into the hierarchy. In principle, visual
inspection of the ontology is useful in finding such incorrect
concepts and tools like Cytoscape can help editing and cor-

recting the ontology by adding/deleting nodes and edges.
We have not edited the ontology returned by HAD, but per-
formed visual analysis to get an idea about its quality.

One small subset of the ontology constructed from the
Live Journal data using HAD is shown in Figure 1, which
delineates the organization of several interests related to the
concept of “networking”. It is comprised of the following
concepts:

Figure 1: Ontology of terms related to “networking”

1: networks, topology, networks, networking, wireless,

radio, networks, wifi

2: networks, networks, networking, topology

3: radio, networks, wireless, wifi

4: networks, topology

5: networks, networking

6: radio, wireless

7: networks, wifi

8: networks (defined as)-

net| network| mesh| meshing| meshwork| wire

9: topology (defined as)-

network| components| connected| mesh| wire

10: networks (defined as)-

network| communicate| group

11: networking (defined as)-

network| communicate| group

12: wireless

wireless| communication| electromagnetic| waves

13: radio (defined as)-

wireless| communication| based| broadcasting|

electromagnetic|waves| transmit| radio| waves

14: networks (defined as)-

broadcasting| communication| stations|

transmit| programs

15: wifi (defined as)-

wireless| network| high| frequency| radio|

signals|transmit| receive| data| broadcasting

Figure 1 shows that there are several instances describing
the“networking” interests and they combine together (based
on similarity) in a meaningful way to form more abstract
concepts.

4. EVALUATION OF THE ONTOLOGY
THROUGH LEARNING

As the main goal of our work is to improve the perfor-
mance of learning algorithms at the task of predicting friend



relationships in a social network, we will formally evaluate
the ontology through the results of prediction algorithms
that use interest features constructed using the interest on-
tology.

4.1 Types of Features
Several types of features, described below, can be con-

structed from social network data:

1. Interest-based features:

(a) User interests themselves can be indicative of user
friendships and could be used as interest-based
nominal features. Intuitively, if two users share
a rare interest, then the two users can potentially
be friends. Given the large number of interests in
our data, it is not feasible to use the original user
interests as features. However, one can try to use
user interests at higher levels in the ontology of
interests.

(b) On the other hand, one may think that if two
users have many interests in common, then it is
possible that they are friends, regardless of what
exactly those interests are. Several interest-based
numerical features capturing this intuition can be
derived and used to predict friendships. Section 4.2
presents an overview of our related work [2],
where a variety of interest-based numerical fea-
tures are investigated.

2. Graph-based features:

The social network Live Journal is essentially a
graph with nodes representing the users and edges
representing the friendships among users. Similar
to Hsu et al. [19], we consider several graph-based
features, such as in-degree of users, out-degree of
users, forward deleted distances, etc. For precise
definitions of these features, please see [19].

To evaluate the usefulness of the interest ontology in pre-
dicting friendships in the Live Journal we compare the per-
formance of several learning algorithms at this task, when
used with interest-based features only, graph-based features
only and a combination of the two sets of features, both in
the presence and absence of the ontology. When deriving
interest-based numerical features using the ontology, the in-
terests of users can viewed at different levels of abstraction
and experiments are conducted to reveal the levels in the
hierarchy that give the best performance (see Section 5).

4.2 Computing numerical interest based mea-
sures using Association Rules

Association rules are rules of the form A→B, where both A
and B are subsets of an observed item set L = {I1, I2, . . . , Ik}.
There are many approaches for association rule learning
from item set data. Also, many measures for estimating
rule interestingness have been proposed. Geng and Hamil-
ton [12] review the interestingness measures for rules and
summaries, classify them from several perspectives and com-
pare their properties. They present 38 probability-based
objective interestingness measures for association rules. In
another survey, Tan et al. [31] discuss the properties of 21
objective interestingness measures and conclude that there

is no “single”measure that is consistently better than others
in all application domains. Each measure captures different
rule characteristics in a domain.

In the context of association rule based measures, user
interests can be seen as item sets from which rules of the
form A→B are formed. Eight objective measures of rule
interestingness are defined in [2]. Using these measures,
we construct eight interest-based numerical features (as de-
scribed below) and use them alone or in combination with
graph features to predict friends.

For a pair of users and a corresponding association rule
A→B, the interestingness measures considered for this rule
are normalized by a factor that takes into account the popu-
larity of particular interests the users hold in common, with
the most popular interests (held by a significant proportion
of users) being slightly less revealing than rarer interests.

We use the following eight normalized association rule
measures, along with the number of common interests, as
features for the prediction problem at hand:

1. Support(A → B) = P (AB)

2. Confidence(A → B) = P (B|A)

3. Confidence(B → A) = P (A|B)

4. Lift(A → B) = P (B|A)
P (B)

5. Conviction(A → B) = P (A)−P (⇁B)
P (A⇁B)

6. Match(A → B) = P (AB)−P (A)∗P (B)
P (A)∗(1−P (A))

7. Accuracy(A → B) = P (AB) + P (⇁ A ⇁ B)

8. Leverage(A → B) = P (B|A) − P (A)P (B)

5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
This section describes the details of our experimental setup

and the results obtained. We conducted a set of eight ex-
periments designed to investigate the performance of several
classification algorithms at predicting friend relationships,
when presented with different sets of features. When used
alone, interest-based numerical features may not be very ef-
fective at predicting friendships. However, one may expect
the algorithms to perform better when presented with graph-
based features as well. Our results support this intuition.

5.1 Experimental Setup
In each experiment, the training and test data sets are in-

dependent and each consists of 1000 user pairs. The training
set contains approximately 50% friend pairs and 50% non-
friend pairs, while the test set contains user pairs selected
randomly from the original distribution. Positive examples
are obtained from the links in the network graph. To gen-
erate negative examples, we make the assumption that two
users are not friends if there is no direct link between them in
the network graph. Any overlap in terms of users, between
the training and test data sets, is removed.

Moreover, in each experiment, we consider the follow-
ing classifiers: J48 decision trees, support vector machines
(SVM) with build logistic model option enabled, random
forests, logistic regression (Logistic) and one-attribute-rule
(OneR) classifiers, whose implementations are provided by
the WEKA data mining software [32]. The performance of



each algorithm is measured by the area under the Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, i.e. the curve de-
picting the tradeoff between the true positive rate vs. false
positive rate.

In our first experiment, we considered the original inter-
ests of users and aimed to investigate if they can be used to
predict friendships. There are 22,000 interests, which give a
set of about 44,000 possible interest-based nominal features.
The input vector corresponding to each candidate pair com-
prises of 88,000 interest-based nominal features (44,000 for
each user in the pair) and the class “friendship”. Given the
large number of features, Weka [32] crashed due to insuffi-
cient memory, so this experiment could not be run.

In our second experiment, the interests are refined accord-
ing to the more abstract levels of the interests hierarchy. As
in the first experiment, a list of interest-based nominal fea-
tures for each candidate user pair is presented to the pre-
diction algorithms. Since, there are fewer interests at higher
levels of abstraction, refining the data makes it possible to
run Weka directly on the interest features.

In our third experiment, we use the interest-based numer-
ical features proposed in [2]. These features are computed
on the original data set without considering the concept hi-
erarchy of interests.

In the fourth experiment, we modify the original data by
considering interests at different levels of abstraction in the
concept hierarchy and compute the interest-based numeri-
cal features from the modified data. The resulting features
are then used to predict friendships among users. Since the
performance of classifiers is evaluated for each modified ver-
sion of the data (each level of abstraction), this experiment
also reveals the best level of abstraction in the interest on-
tology. Intuitively, these classifiers are expected to show
an improvement in performance, compared to the classifiers
that use numeric features computed from the original data.

The fifth experiment addresses the friend prediction prob-
lem by exploiting graph-based features, while the sixth ex-
periment considers interest-based nominal features (as used
in the second experiment) combined with graph-based fea-
tures and aims to explore possible improvements in the per-
formance of classifications algorithms when presented with
both types of features as compared to only one type of fea-
tures.

The seventh experiment considers graph-based and interest-
based numerical features derived without making use of the
interests ontology. The classification algorithms are expected
to show an improvement over the previous results for they
are exposed to more information than the classifiers in those
experiments.

The final experiment uses graph-based and interest-based
numerical features to predict friendships. Interest-based nu-
merical features are derived using the ontology. By varying
the interest level according to the ontology, the best level of
abstraction for the given data can be obtained. When used
with interest-based numerical features at the “best” level
of abstraction in the concept hierarchy, classification algo-
rithms are expected to show improvements in performance
when compared to results from previous experiments.

5.2 Results
The main goal of the experiments described above is to

investigate the contribution of the interest ontology to the
performance of algorithms for predicting friendships links.

Indeed, the results indicate the usefulness of the ontology
constructed.

Table 1 shows the AUC (area under curve) values for var-
ious classifiers used in our experiments. There are no AUC
values for the first experiment as this experiment could not
be run (due to memory limitations). In the second experi-
ment, however, the ontology proved to be useful in helping
the classifiers run successfully. Interests specified at higher
levels of abstraction (levels 1 to 4 out of 17 possible lev-
els) fostered smaller data sets that classifiers could handle.
The numbers of interests at levels 5 to 17 were large (level
5 contains around 1900 interests) and produced large train-
ing and test data sets. Table 1 enlists the AUC values for
the classifiers considered, when they were presented with
interest-based nominal features specified at level 4 in the
ontology.

Moreover, the interest-based nominal features were com-
bined with the graph-based features to investigate incremen-
tal improvements in the prediction performance of classifiers.
Table 1 reveals that graph-based features alone are very ef-
fective in predicting friendships. However, interests alone
are not effective at predicting friends. Furthermore, they
don’t show a significant improvement in the AUC values,
when combined with graph features.

Numerical measures aim at capturing the interest-based
information in the data, and at the same time ensure that
the training and test data sets are not too large for the
classifiers to handle. Table 1 indicates an improvement in
the performance of classifiers, when interest-based numerical
features are used instead of interests themselves. The AUC
values show that numerical measures are better at summa-
rizing the interest-based information, when compared to the
interests themselves.

In addition, generally classifiers show improvement in the
performance of the friend prediction problem, when pro-
vided with semantic knowledge captured in the ontology.
Every classifier shows a 25% increase in the AUC value when
interest-based numerical features are constructed using the
ontology.

Also from Table 1, we can see that graph-based features
alone are very effective at predicting friends in the given so-
cial network. However, when using the ontology, the SVM,
logistic regression and random forest classifiers perform even
better (AUC value for SVM = 0.993). This shows the ef-
fectiveness of using the ontology and the fact that it does
improve the performance of the classification algorithms.

A point worth mentioning here is that our experiments
show that out of 17 possible levels of abstraction (other
than the root representing “everything” and the leaves rep-
resenting the original interests), Level 15 seems to be the
best level of abstraction when predicting friends using only
interest-based numerical features, while Level 10 seems to
be the best level when using both graph-based and interest-
based numerical features. Thus, in the experimental results,
when the ontology is used to modify user interests and com-
pare the performance of different classifiers, the ontology is
considered from the respective best levels of abstraction.

Figure 2 shows the ROC curves for all the classifiers used
to predict friends with graph-based and interest-based nu-
merical features. As mentioned above, Level 10 of the on-
tology is used to specify interests and to compute numerical
features from them. Figure 2 and Table 1 show that the best
classifier for the given prediction problem is SVM.



Table 1: Prediction performance of different classifiers when exposed to a variety of feature sets

Features Used J48 SVM Logistic OneR Random Forest

Nominal interest-based without Ontology - - - - -

Nominal interests-based with Ontology 0.504 0.487 0.456 0.439 0.491

Numerical interest-based without Ontology 0.694 0.711 0.68 0.597 0.61

Numerical interest-based with Ontology 0.83 0.893 0.894 0.677 0.839

Graph-based 0.977 0.952 0.946 0.9 0.979

Graph-based and nominal interest-based with Ontology 0.977 0.95 0.944 0.9 0.98

Graph-based and numerical interest-based without Ontology 0.95 0.948 0.936 0.9 0.98

Graph-based and numerical interest-based with Ontology 0.95 0.993 0.98 0.864 0.982

Furthermore, the classifier OneR (one-attribute-rule) per-
forms the worst among the set of classifiers considered. OneR
algorithm tries to find the one attribute, which can be use to
classify a new instance with the smallest number of errors.
When comparing OneR with other classification algorithms,
it becomes clear that the algorithm is not able to find a single
attribute that can distinguish between friend and not-friend
links effectively.

Figure 3 delineates the ROC curves for SVM when dif-
ferent sets of features are used to address the prediction
problem at hand. Figure 3 shows that SVM performs the
best when it uses graph-based and interest based numerical
features, in the presence of the ontology.

6. RELATED WORK AND DISCUSSION
This section provides a short review of the areas of re-

search related to the work presented in the paper. Subsec-
tion 6.1 presents the progress in the field of semantic infor-
mation extraction in social networks using simple clustering-
based approaches. Subsection 6.2 describes recent advance-
ments in the field of social network analysis.

6.1 Information Extraction in Social Networks
“The success and popularity of social network systems

have generated many interesting and challenging problems
to the research community” [24]. Li et al. [24] have ad-
dressed the problem of discovering social interests shared by
a group of users of the social network system “del.icio.us”.
Their approach is based on the key observation that “hu-
man users tend to use descriptive tags to bookmark or an-
notate the web-based content they are interested in”. A sys-
tem called “Internet Social Interest Discovery” (ISID) that
clusters user-generated tags, bookmarked URLs and users
who annotated the URLs with these tags is described in [24]
and used to predict user interests. The results show that
ISID successfully discovers interests of nearly 90% users.
Similar to the ISID system presented by Li et al., our ap-
proach uses clustering techniques to group user interests to-
gether. In Live Journal, interests are analogous to book-
marked URLs in “del.icio.us” and are explicitly specified by
the users. Furthermore, “user-tags” in “del.icio.us” are anal-
ogous to descriptions of interests extracted by HAD from
various sources, in our approach. However, HAD does not
cluster users and their interests together, and uses the se-
mantic information captured in the ontology to address the
problem of predicting friend relationships.

In other related work, Mori et al. [26] have investigated the
use of semantic information extracted from web documents
to discover relationships in social networks. Specifically,

given entity pairs in a political social network (e.g., George
W. Bush - United States, Junichiro Koizumi - Japan), the
goal is to extract labels for describing the relations of the
respective entity pairs (i.e., to discover relevant terms that
relate a politician to a location in this example). Their ap-
proach first builds a context model for each entity pair, based
on the web based contents that describe the participating en-
tities. The algorithm, then, clusters entity pairs according
to the similarities among the corresponding context mod-
els and finally completes by selecting representative labels
to describe relations from each cluster. With reference to
our approach, entity-pairs are analogous to interests whose
descriptions (context models) can be extracted from the in-
formation available on the web. Moreover, interests are clus-
tered based on their descriptions to capture the underlying
semantics. Unlike Mori et al., however, we use the resulting
clusters (ontology) to predict only one kind of relationship
in Live Journal, i.e. “Friendships”.

6.2 Social Network Analysis
“Social network discovery” refers to the general task that

comprises of specific subtasks of analysis (prediction) and
visualization (exploration) of social networks. This section
provides information on the current research and accom-
plished work related to analyzing and visualizing social net-
works.

Broadly speaking, analyzing a social network is a chal-
lenging problem in itself. In addition, it largely depends
on the quality of data given to address the challenge. A
common approach to improving data quality is “Entity Res-
olution” [4]. Bilgic et al. [4] have developed an interactive
tool “D-Dupe”, which provides a stable visual layout for op-
timized entity resolution and allows users to combine entity
resolution algorithms including data mining algorithms for
entity resolution and task-specific network visualization. As
the paper describes, the entity resolution process can be
seen as an iterative process: as pairs of nodes are resolved,
additional duplicates may be revealed; therefore, resolution
decisions are often chained together. D-Dupe users resolve
ambiguities either by merging nodes or by marking them
distinct. In addition they can apply sequences of actions to
produce a high quality entity resolution result [4].

In terms of social network analysis, two commonly ad-
dressed, but independently studied problems are: object
classification (labeling the nodes of a graph) and link predic-
tion (predicting the links in a graph). Object classification
is performed assuming a complete set of known links. Coff-
man and Marcus [9] have addressed the task of object clas-
sification by characterizing actors in a simulated dataset as



Figure 2: ROC curves for different classifiers when using graph-based and interest-based numerical features,

derived using the ontology, to predict friends

Figure 3: ROC curves for SVM when using different sets of attributes to predict friends



terrorists or non-terrorists by applying statistical classifiers
to their social network analysis (SNA) metric values. As the
case study describes, the simulated datasets modeled the so-
cial interactions that occur within Leninist cell organizations
as well as in more typical social structures. Furthermore, the
authors achieve an accuracy of 86% in a three-class classi-
fication problem (cell leader, cell member, or non-terrorist)
and an accuracy of 96% in a two-class classification problem
(terrorist or non-terrorist). On the other hand, problems
such as link-based classification, identifying the link type,
predicting the link strength and cardinality, that come un-
der the umbrella of link prediction are addressed assuming a
fully observed set of node attributes [13]. Hsu et al. [20] have
addressed the problems of predicting, classifying, and anno-
tating friendship relations in a social network, based on the
network structure and user profile data. In their approach,
all the node attributes are available from the blog service
Live Journal. They address a set of link prediction tasks
such as predicting existing links and estimating inter-pair
distance and achieve an accuracy of about 98%.

In most real world domains, however, attributes and links
are often missing or incorrect. Object classification is not
provided with all the links relevant to correct classification
and link prediction is not provided with all the labels needed
for accurate link prediction [5]. Bilgic [5] have developed
an approach that addresses these two problems by inter-
leaving object classification and link prediction in a “sim-
ple yet general” collective classification algorithm. In their
approach they provide the object prediction task with in-
formation about the available node and its links. Once a
prediction about a node or its particular attribute is made,
it is used to address the prediction problem for related links
and in general for other links in the network as well. The
results show that the algorithm performs well (nearly 90%
accuracy) when compared to “flat” prediction approach (ad-
dressing each problem independently) [5].

The second subtask of social network discovery i.e. visual
mining of the underlying network has also received much
attention in the recent research on social networks. Singh
et al. [30] have developed a tool “Invenio” which makes use
of a wide range of interactive visualization features included
in “Prefuse” [1] the open source tool kit for graph visual-
ization, graph mining algorithm support from JUNG and
construction of views from both database and graph-based
operations. With “Invenio” they aim to explore the multi-
modal multi relational social networks. As they describe,
“modal” refers to number of node-sets in N and “relational”
refers to the number of relationship types in N, where N is an
extended multi-modal multi-relational network. Besides the
features provided by “prefuse” [1], “Invenio” provides newly
developed features such as attribute guided subgraph gen-
eration, graph mining and visual application analysis.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The problem of link prediction in social networks can be

addressed by using a variety of features, e.g. interest-based
features and graph-based features. We have shown that in-
corporating semantic knowledge into interest-based features,
helps improving the performance of classifiers trained to pre-
dict friends.

The HAD algorithm, proposed in this paper, constructs a
concept hierarchy of interests of users, enabling classification
algorithms to use semantic information in link prediction.

The algorithm is implemented by combining hierarchical ag-
glomerative and divisive clustering approaches to overcome
the shortcomings of other related approaches. Furthermore,
the algorithm implementation is general and can be used to
construct similar ontologies in other domains. Our investi-
gation shows that the ontology so produced is very useful in
predicting friendships in the absence of graph features. In
addition, the combination of graph-based and interest-based
numerical features derived in the presence of the ontology is
most effective in addressing this problem.

Furthermore, there are several related problems that we
would like to address in future work. First, we would like to
consider the problem of predicting interests of users by using
the ontology we have constructed. The rationale behind this
is simple. If two users are friends and they have a lot of other
friends in common, and if one is interested in “laptops and
gaming”, then we may predict that the other user is also
interested in “computers” - an abstract concept which will
contain laptops and gaming in the concept hierarchy.

Second, similar to the ontology of interests, ontologies
of schools, communities etc. can be derived and used to
improve the performance at predicting friendships. More-
over, similar to “Live Journal” social networks, other social
networks such as “Flickr” or “Facebook” can be considered.
Specifically, these social networks allow users to tag their in-
terests, resulting in small “user defined”ontologies. One idea
for future work is to try to incorporate these user-defined on-
tologies in the extracted ontology with the aim to improve
the latter.

Finally, a network (social or otherwise) does not always
have well defined links among nodes. Predicting links using
the concept hierarchies can help in completing the network,
which can then be used for other problems.
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